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In 1964 Anderson, et al (7) demonstrated the
feasibility of determining levels of elements in the
body by measuring the induced gamma activities
in humans following exposure to neutrons. Two basic
problems emerged as absolute levels of body elements
were determined by the neutron activation technique.
The first problem is that of obtaining a uniform
neutron flux density through the body. The second
problem is that of measuring the gamma emissions
of the induced radionuclides with equal counting
efficiency.

Battye, et al (2) was able to achieve uniformity
of the radiation by employing 14-MeV neutrons

moderated by polyethylene and by the use of bilateral
irradiation. Palmer, et al (5), Help, et al (4), and
Chamberlain, et al (5,6), using lower-energy neu

trons from a cyclotron, were able to achieve a fairly
uniform incident neutron flux. Palmer, et al and
Nelp, et al expressed the induced activity of 49Ca

in terms of a calcium standard simultaneously irra
diated; Chamberlain, et al expressed the induced 4!)Ca
in terms of induced 24Na. Thus both achieved a

relative measurement. Cohn, et al (7,5), using par
tially moderated 14-MeV neutrons from a generator

and a bilateral exposure along with an advanced
whole-body counter-computer system (9), measured

absolute levels of Ca, Na, and Cl along with relative
levels of N and P.

All of the neutron sources used in the studies
mentioned above were originally designed for studies
in physics and were neither designed nor situated
with a consideration for possible medical research
studies. Now that total-body neutron activation

analysis (TBNAA) is well established as a research
technique in medicine, new systems such as the one
described in this study will use neutron sources de
signed specifically for medical investigation and lo
cated near the clinical facilities.

Previous studies employing portable a,n neutron
sources (7) have shown that such sources have a
number of advantages for TBNAA over a cyclotron

or neutron generator. The a,n sources allow a simul
taneous bilateral exposure from a "broad-beam"

source of neutrons to be made. The advantages are
considerable: the irradiation geometry is substan
tially improved, significantly greater stability is
achieved in the neutron output, and the absorbed
dose to the patient can be reduced significantly. The
reduced dose and the inherent simplicity of opera
tion make o,n sources attractive for use in TBNAA.

The present report describes the design and con
struction of the first patient irradiation facility using
radioactive Â«,n neutron sources for TBNAA. The
system is composed of an array of fourteen 50-Ci
encapsulated 2:tNPu,Be neutron sources. The cali

bration of the system for the measurement of total-

body levels of Ca, Na, Cl, and P is presented below.
Clinical applications of the TBNAA technique are
also discussed.

METHODS AND INSTRUMENTATION

Neutron sources. Fourteen sources, each contain
ing 50 Ci of 238PuO2-Be (80% enriched 288Pu) are
used. The 238Puwas obtained from the USAEC and

encapsulated in stainless steel cylinders (1.5 in. in
diam and 1.5 in. in height) by Monsanto Chemical
Company.

Mechanical positioning of sources. When not in
use, the sources are stored beneath the patient irra
diation facility in 14 steel casings, 10 ft under ground
level. Aluminum tubes serve to guide the sources
from their storage position to the fixed exposure
positions, seven above and seven below the supine
patient. The exposure cell and aluminum guide tubes
are shown in Fig. 1.

The sources are raised from their storage vault by
teleflex control cables, each operated by a separate
motor. The source guide tubes were rendered ad-
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FIG. 1. ~^Pu,Bc neutron irradiation facility. Patient is posi

tioned as shown between upper and lower guide tubes which ore
used to position fourteen 50-Ci sources of ::1"Pu,Be.

justable by inclusion of telescoping joints. Thus it is
possible to position the individual sources over a
considerable range both laterally and vertically. The
sources in the present study were positioned 26-31
cm above and below the surface of the patient and
were separated longitudinally by 28.6 cm. The end
sources were positioned closer to the body to com
pensate for the end effect in the exposure geometry.

Shielding. The exposed sources and the patient are
surrounded by 3 ft of concrete. Only the front or
loading end of the exposure cell is left unshielded
(see Fig. 1). The shielding was designed to reduce
the total radiation dose at the outer surface of the
shield to 1 mrem/hr when the sources are exposed.
Inside the concrete exposure cell a 3-in. lining of
bismuth provides a neutron reflector with a mini
mum of energy degradation. The shielding is further
enhanced by Ã4-in. Boral sheets which are placed
between the concrete and the bismuth reflector.

Safety measures. Administrative control, two safety
mechanisms, and an automatic warning system mini
mize the possibility of accidental exposure of hospital
personnel to radiation. Administrative control is pro
vided by key locks on both the operating controls
and the room entry gate. An interlock between the
room entry gate and the radiation sources prevent
accidental entry into the exposure room and acci
dental exposure while the sources are exposed. The
automatic warning system sounds when intentional
unsafe entry takes place. The sources are automati
cally retracted if the entry gate is unlocked and
opened during an exposure. Emergency access can
always be gained by opening the gate with a pass
key. A second automatic warning of unsafe radiation
level in the cell is also provided by a radiation de

tection monitor which visually indicates cell radiation
levels at all times and sounds an alarm when the
cell entry gate is not locked.

Neutron exposure. The fourteen 50-Ci sources of
-:!8Pu,Be provide a fairly uniform broad beam of

neutrons (average energy about 5 MeV) by the
reaction 9Be + 4He -> 12C + n. The 3-in. bismuth

reflector of the irradiation cell serves to enhance the
uniformity of the neutron flux density in the cell.

The average neutron yield of the sources is 2.0 X
IO6 n/sec/Ci of 238Pu. The specific activity is 17.2
Ci/gm of -3*Pu. To monitor the output of fast neu

trons, a BF:! proportional counter surrounded by a
polyethylene moderator is positioned inside the cell
with a remote meter on the control panel.

Uniform neutron flux density in the patient. The
problem of measuring reliably depth-flux density of
thermal neutrons in man is complicated by the non-
uniform human shape. The technique for measuring
the thermal neutron flux densities generated in a
tissue equivalent (TE) phantom has been previously
described (70). A more realistic estimate of the
neutron flux density in the patient was made with
sodium foils placed throughout an anthropomorphic
phantom.

The uniformity of the thermal neutron flux dis
tribution was determined in a cubic TE 28 X 36 X
36-cm phantom placed in the patient's exposure

geometry. The neutron flux distribution was meas
ured with sodium foils placed on the surface and
through the center of phantom. The maximum de
viation from the mean dose over 28 cm was Â±15%.
From these measurements the optimum thickness of
the buildup layer was determined to be equivalent
to 2 cm of polyethylene.

In neutron activation techniques previously re
ported, either no moderator was used to thermalize
the fast neutrons over the major portion of the body
(3,4) or the moderation was achieved by placing the
patient in a polypropylene chamber, 0.9 X 0-9 X 2
meters (6). In the former study, special procedures
were employed to provide moderation over the head
and extremities where the bones are very close to
the surface (4).

A closely-fitted moderator of 1.9 cm polyethylene
was used to maximize the uniformity of the thermal
neutron fluence through the body of the irradiated
subject. A solid plastic TE anthropomorphic phan
tom (Alderson) containing a human skeleton was
used to establish empirically the optimal thickness
and position of the moderator. The patient is posi
tioned on top of a sheet of polyethylene and covered
with a number of form-fitting sections of polyethylene
which are selected to fit the individual patient (see
Fig. 2). The choice of sections and position of the
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FIG. 2. Polyethylene moderator sur
rounding patient before irradiation ex
posure. Moderator is sectional and is fit
to conform to shape of individual patient.

moderator is recorded, and both can be reproduced
for subsequent activations. The close-fitting mod
erator also serves to fix the position of the patient in
a standardized and reproducible exposure geometry.

A series of measurements were obtained with a
water-filled Alderson phantom (Remcal) which
closely simulates the shape of the human body. Both
sodium and indium foils were positioned on the front
and back surfaces and throughout the moderator-
covered phantom. The details of the study of flux-
density distribution in the phantom will be covered
in a separate report. Assuming an average addi
tional buildup layer of 1 cm of tissue, the overall
variation in thermal flux density from front to back
was Â±8% (see Fig. 3). The higher flux density noted
in the back of the phantom is presumably due to
the greater neutron reflectance from the bottom of
the cell. The variation in flux density along the mid-
line axis from the center of the lower head to the feet
was Â±4%. The incident flux along the front surface
of the phantom was Â±10% excluding head. (It was
not practical to provide adequate moderation for the
head without causing discomfort to the patient.)
Lowering the two end 23HPusources 5 cm improved

the uniformity only slightly. The variation of the
incident flux on the front surface was proportional
to the size of the air space between the moderator
and the body surface. The variation in the flux on
the back surface was Â±8%.

During the exposure of each patient, the average
incident thermal neutron flux to the patient and the
phantom is measured with indium foils placed on
the abdomen and back of the subject. (Indium foils
with cadmium shields are exposed simultaneously to
provide data for the correction factor for the asso
ciated neutron-capture resonance cross section. ) The
coefficient of variation in incident neutron flux, de
termined from an average of the measurement of
the front and back foils in repeated irradiations of
the phantom, was Â±1.0%. In a series of patient
activations, the average incident neutron flux varied

by Â±1.1%. The variation did not appear to depend
on the size or shape of the patient.

Patient absorbed dose. The radiation dose ab
sorbed by a patient exposed in the whole-body neu
tron irradiator was determined to be 277 mrcm for
a 5-min exposure. The total dose consisted of 25.6
mrad from fast neutrons and 20.6 mrad from gamma
rays. A quality factor (QF) of 10 was employed for
the conversion of fast neutron rads to rems. The
dose measurements were made with a W-type TE
chamber (//). The concomitant gamma-ray dose
was measured with LiF-TLD-100 dosimeters. The
measurements were repeated five times; the probable
error was less than 4%. A second independent
measurement was made with a TE P-type ionization
chamber. These measurements were within 10%
agreement with the above measurements. The dif
ference was attributed to the rather large ionization
chamber used in the second method.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

Subject irradiation. The activations are performed
by irradiating the human or the Alderson phantom,
each surrounded by the polyethylene moderator. The

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 II 12 131415 16 17 18192021

DEPTH IN PHANTOM(cm)

FIG. 3. Depth-flux distribution through anterior-posterior axis
of Alderson phantom following irradiation in sPu,Be neutron irra

diation facility.
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patient is placed on a portable cot which is wheeled
into the radiation cell and fixed in a predetermined
position (see Fig. 1). The operator then leaves the
room, closes a safety gate, and initiates the exposure
by activating a switch at the control panel located
on the outside of the shielded room. The exposure
time may be set from 3 to 5 min and is then con
trolled automatically by the built-in timer mechanism.
At the termination of the radiation exposure, the
sources are automatically retracted below ground.
The patient is removed from the radiation cell and
quickly transported down the hall to the whole-body
counter in the hospital.

Measurement of induced activity by whole-body
counting. The operation and characteristics of the
Brookhaven whole-body counter and its associated
computer facility have been previously described (9).
The counter, when used in conjunction with an em
pirical correction program, has a relatively invariant
response to body weight and to the internal localiza
tion of radionuclides.

A 15-min count is taken on each subject beginning
3 min postirradiation. The data are processed and
analyzed with the on-line computer. From the spec
tral data of the induced activities of a typical sub
ject in a 15-min count at 3 min postirradiation the
amounts of each element in grams are determined
by the computer program as in previous studies
(7,8).

Absolute calibration. The levels of 49Ca, 24Na,
38C1,and 28A1(from P) induced following exposure
to the moderated 238Pu,Be neutrons are determined
by whole-body counting and compared with the
induced activities produced by irradiating an Alder-
son phantom containing known concentrations of
the individual elements.

For the calculation of the mass of each element in
the body, a calibration factor (CF) was first deter
mined to relate the amount of each target element
to the average neutron flux density and to the cor
responding induced activities as measured by the
whole-body counter (7) :

where m is the mass of target (gm); d>tllthe thermal
flux density (n/cm2/sec); and A the corrected

counts/ 15 min in the photopeak corrected back to
t = 0.

Individual measured targets of Ca, Na, Cl, and P
were homogeneously distributed in a water-filled
Alderson phantom and subsequently irradiated.
Three separate irradiations of the phantom were
performed for each of the four elements followed
by a 15-min whole-body count. Each time the

phantom was filled and irradiated for 5 min in the
exact geometry as that used for the humans. The
</>,hwas determined from the average of the activity
induced in standardized indium foils positioned on
the front and back of the subject.

RESULTS

The composite results of all the individual phan
tom calibration runs are given in Table 1. The values
listed are the average of two 15-min counts. A com
parison of the means of the individual phantom runs
for each element with the absolute concentration
distributed in the phantom indicates that the percent
s.d. of the mean for Ca, Na, Cl, and P was 0.99,
1.83, 2.1, and 3.9, respectively.

The gamma-ray spectrum of a male patient at
3 min following irradiation with 2:i8Pu,Be neutrons

is given in Fig. 4. The spectrum of the same patient
at 6 min following irradiation with 14-MeV neutrons
is also given for comparison. Both sets of data were
normalized to an absorbed radiation dose of 0.75
rem. It is readily noted that the Pu,Be neutrons pro
duce considerably more 49Ca, 24Na, and 3SC1than

do the 14-MeV neutrons per unit absorbed dose to
the patient. At the same time, however, there is con
siderably less production of 28A1(P), and relatively
no 13N.

DISCUSSION

Absolute measurements of total-body levels of Ca,
Na, and Cl based on whole-body neutron activation,
require a relatively uniform neutron flux density
throughout the body. The "broad-beam" structure

of the radiation field developed by the spacing of
the 14 separate sources and the considerable reflec
tion of neutrons by the bismuth lining of the irradia
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FIG. 4. Gamma-ray spectra of patient following irradiation
with ^Pu.Be neutrons (E â€” 5 MeV) and irradiation with 14-MeV
neutrons from neutron generator. Data are normalized to same
absorbed dose to patient (0.75 rem).
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TABLE 1. PHANTOM CALIBRATION OF IN VIVO ACTIVATION ANALYSISTECHNIQUERun1

2
3
4

5Absolute

ConcentrationP<t>t*

(gm)6.31

oil
6.22 565
6.34 588CI0ih

{gm)6.25

81.9
6.16 79.5
6.19 78.7Na

0iii(gm)6.40

81.2
6.36 80.4
6.25 78.3Co

0ih(gm)6.29

1,005
6.22 990
5.98 1,006
6.19 989
6.311,010588

80 80 1,000

% s.d. Â±3.9 Â± 2.1 Â±1.83Â±0.990th

is the average incident thermal flux (X '0* n/cmVsec).

tion cell both contribute to the production of a very
uniform incident neutron flux. However, the lower
energy (about 5-Mev) neutrons from the Pu,Be
sources yield a flux density through the body which
varies by Â±8% compared with the Â±5% variation
associated with the flux density from the 14-Mev
neutrons from the neutron generator.

With the closely-fitted moderator, thermalization
of the incident fast neutrons occurs primarily in the
moderator, thus optimizing the flux density of the
neutrons entering the body (see Fig. 3). It is essen
tial that the moderator be placed close to the body.
Should this not be the case, divergence of the neu
tron beam occurs, and there is a consequent sec
ondary buildup in the body tissue. Determination of
the optimal thickness for the moderator was made
with the solid plastic phantom in which a human
skeleton had been embedded. While the neutron
depth flux is not perfectly uniform, it is nevertheless
sufficiently uniform to provide a sound basis for the
activation measurements.

Absolute measurement of those elements which
can be activated by TBNAA necessitates also that
the counting of the induced activity be independent
of both absorption by the body and the counting
geometry. The Brookhaven whole-body counter has
an invariant counting response with respect to size of
the patient and location of the activated material,
and hence is uniquely suited for this purpose. Thus
it can be used for measurement of Ca which is lo
calized in the skeletal tissue, as well as for Na and
Cl which are distributed fairly homogeneously
throughout the intracellular space.

Comparison was made of the dose absorbed by
the patient as determined by the experimental pro
cedure and by theoretical calculation. The ratio of
the thermal-to-fast neutron flux had been previously
determined for various Â«,nsources (7). Several
factors were considered in determining the reduction
of the absorbed dose achieved by replacing 14-MeV
neutrons from the neutron generator with 5-MeV
neutrons from the portable sources. Chief among

these were: (A) ratio of dose to number of incident
neutrons; (B) ratio of thermal neutrons generated
per incident neutron; (c) effect of simultaneous bi
lateral irradiation on flux produced; (D) effect of
"broad-beam" source on <Â¿>th/<Â£fratio; and (E) re

duction of time lag, irradiation to counting (i.e.,
transit time required to move patient between fa
cilities).

The factors combined to provide an overall dose
reduction factor of 4.7 (7). On the basis that the
values of radiation parameters remain unchanged for
the 14- and 5-MeV neutrons (minimum usable flux,
4.54 X IO4 n/cm2/sec), the dose absorbed by the

patient exposed to the Pu,Be sources was calculated
to constitute an exposure of 0.126 rem. With a 3-min
transit time for the patient, the minimum measured
value of absorbed dose is 0.175 rem. The original
calculation was based on the assumption that the
transit time would be 2 min. The good agreement
between the theoretical and experimental values for
the absorbed dose supports the assumptions required
for the calculation.

It was originally calculated that a uniform simul
taneous bilateral exposure for a 6-ft subject would
require 672 Ci (7). In the study 700 Ci were used.
This level may be slightly in excess of the amount
actually required.

There are several advantages that are obtained by
replacing the 14-MeV neutrons from the neutron
generator with 5-MeV neutrons from the 23SPu,Be

sources in addition to the considerable reduction in
the dose absorbed by the patient. The 14-MeV neu
trons produce an interfering reaction :t7Cl(n,p)37S
which is troublesome inasmuch as 37S has the same
energy as 41>Ca.As this reaction has a threshold of
10 MeV, it is eliminated when the 5-MeV neutrons
from Pu.Be sources are used. The Pu,Be sources
allow for more exact control and hence provide a
higher degree of precision (reproducibility is Â±1%)
in the measurements of the phantom or patients.
The use of the portable sources allows the patient to
assume a supine position on a bed; the neutron gen-
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erator requires that the patient be standing. Thus
it is possible to work with patients who have various
types and degrees of disabilities.

Another advantage with the fixed Pu,Be sources
is that it is not necessary to have the services of a
highly trained technician to operate the facility and
to maintain it as is the case with the neutron gen
erator and the cyclotron. Finally, the design of this
facility for medical applications permitted its loca
tion to be made in a convenient place in the hospital
and thus permitted transit time (irradiation cell to
counter) to be reduced. Patients are in a much more
comfortable situation throughout the entire process.

There are some drawbacks associated with the
use of the 5-MeV neutron sources. One is that it is
no longer possible to measure relative levels of nitro
gen as it was in the studies based on 14-MeV neu
trons (7,8) because the threshold for the 14N(n,2n)13N

is greater than 10 MeV. On balance, the portable
5-MeV sources offer more advantages in TBNAA
particularly in clinical research programs.

Considerable potential for in vivo activation analy
sis in medical research and diagnosis has already
been demonstrated (12-14). Determination of body
composition in a variety of research studies is al
ready underway.

SUMMARY

A neutron irradiation facility designed for per
forming total-body neutron activation analysis
(TBNAA) for clinical research is described. Four
teen 50-Ci encapsulated sources of 238Pu,Be that

may be positioned above and below the midline of
the subject provide a fairly uniform broad-beam
source of neutrons. Absolute levels of total-body Ca,
Na, and Cl, and relative levels of P are determined
in subjects exposed bilaterally to the neutron flux
(average energy, about 5 MeV), for 5 min. The
induced 49Ca, 24Na, 38C1, and 28A1 (from P) are
measured with a whole-body counter designed with
a response invariant with respect to counting geom
etry and attenuation. This in vivo activation tech
nique provides an accuracy and precision of Â±1%,
as determined by studies with a phantom.

The 238Pu,Be neutron source offers a number of

advantages in TBNAA over the previously used
14-MeV neutrons obtained from a neutron generator.
The maximum total dose received by a patient is
277 mrem, or 45 % of the minimum dose previously
required for activation. The reduction in absorbed
dose results primarily from reduced tissue dose per
incident neutron and increased efficiency for gen
erating thermal neutrons. The reduced dose together
with an inherent simplicity in obtaining a uniform
neutron flux from the Pu,Be sources, makes the new

technique very desirable for TBNAA analysis in
medical diagnosis and research.
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